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Good morning everybody! Great to see everybody; everybody's healthy. My goodness! We had
the J- team out in Scranton this morning doing your protest prayers and your cheongseong! God
bless you, folks! One day- one day- you have to take a break okay! Just one day, okay, at least!
God commanded you to take the Sabbath, okay!
I know everybody's praying hard for the President, and we're so grateful that everybody's out
there on the streets fighting, because you got to get out on the streets. You got to get out and
show the left and the totalitarians, that we will not stand for this type of illegal fraud. But also
we're taking casualties, in the sense that people are getting sick; we're getting attacked.
The flags were attacked by these two crazy leftist lunatic girls, trying to tear a flag.
So, at the same time we want our folks to, at least one day, just be in prayer, be in study etc…
Amen! Amen!
Boy! You know, we're grateful for the intensity of the fire that God has put in your belly, to fight
against evil, and that is an honorable thing; that's a righteous thing. So, let's give it up for all our
J-team, K- team, USA- team, everybody standing up against evil! God bless you, folks! But at
the same time, we have a physical body; so, make sure you remain healthy, and as you know,
strong in that way, okay?

Announcements
Let's go through our announcements very quickly:
I-They're trying to cancel Thanksgiving and make it a crime for you to be together with your
friends and loved ones.....
II-We got to pray for our President, folks!
We are in such an intense period! Probably the most intense period of our nation's history! So, it
is incredible; it's intense and it is crazy and it is filled with anxiety and stress etc… But isn't it
exciting to be alive at this time folks? This is a battle between good and evil, and things are
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being made clear. The grey is going away, and whether you stand on the side of good or on the
side of evil, is coming out in plain sight and plain view. That is a blessing actually for the world,
even though it's stressful and even though there's a lot of anxiety in it.
Imagine how President Trump must be feeling! This level of intensity, and constantly being
attacked, but he is remaining calm and collected as the Bible says, in Ephesians 6:15, “Feet shod
with the preparation of the gospel of peace,” even in warfare, moving in peace, peaceful. With those
feet shod, he's able to move in the midst of battle with clarity and tranquility.
I know people are getting on his case for not making any public appearances and stuff, and in
the first public appearance he makes, he's talking about lowering pharmaceutical prices and
drug prices. People are, “What? Come on man! You know what's going on? Do you know
what's going on here? Where are the mega rallies et cetera…?”
But he's got to fight this in court! That's why he's not in front of the media; he's not in front of
the court of public opinion. He's got to fight this in court! So, he is smartly taking the quiet road
now, until they start smashing and releasing the evidence, as the Kraken is released in court,
folks. And then just layer upon layer of the Kraken emerges from the waters and start
destroying. In the movie Troy, did you see that Kraken in there, that comes out of the water?
That's now being released! So, praise God Almighty! Praise God! And please pray for our
President!

III-59 Days to Inauguration:
and the re-inauguration of President Trump; but it's only 59 days away! There is a big, big, big,
rally planned December 12th in Washington, DC. This will be even bigger than the Million
MAGA March, folks! If you were down there with us in the MAGA March, there was over a
million people there, easy! They only had about five days to prepare, but this one, this is a
month, a month they are preparing!
So, you're talking about a massive gathering! This may be the biggest gathering that
Washington, D.C. has ever seen! It may be two million, three million people, okay! Yeah! Praise
God! But again that also gives about a month and a half, for what? The enemy: Antifa domestic
terrorist group and BLM et cetera to prepare as well.
You saw what they did last time at the million MAGA March. They stayed on the edges; they
tried to corner people in, and funnel people in, and of course they tried to get stragglers. They
were attacking elderly people; they were attacking women and children.
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Thank God for The Proud Boys folks, led by Enrique, a Cubano, who came from Cuba. His dad
fled from Cuba at the age of 14. We were able to say, “Hi,” to them, their teams etc… And boy,
those guys are amazing! God bless those guys! First, from 6 00 pm to 6 am they were wandering
the streets, so that Antifa was on the run, okay, and that the Trump supporters could be safe.
God bless those kinds of men! That's what the left hates: to see strong alpha males rising up and
saying:” No! We will not take your totalitarianism! We will resist you, and we will never be
defeated! We will win! We’ll win!” They don't want to see that, okay. So, God bless them!
Amazing; great job!
So, as we go down there, we may have different groups. We want to discuss those things with
everybody; we should move in groups. We shouldn't move as stragglers or something like that;
we should move in groups, and plan these things earlier. Because you must anticipate to be
attacked, okay; these crazy lunatics, they're literally fighting for their civilization of evil.
They see President Trump, they see the Christian gun owner; they see the person who will
stand up for righteousness, even though, let's say they're not Christian- like Falun Gong, they're
Buddhists- but they know the evil of the Chinese Communist Party, and such organizations that
are destructive, that are wicked and that destroyed human freedom and the gifts of God.
So, we will have to be more organized as we get down there for the 12.12 event, and we'll be
putting out things and information etc… so we can gather and we can communicate those
things, and the threats that may be involved. But also that everybody can have a great time
there, and come back home safely. Amen!
I was thinking, maybe you know, Ephesians 6 talks about:” the armor of God, the helm of salvation
and the shield of faith.” Hey! Maybe we should like roll in a phalanx formation. We got the shields
and then there's the turtle formation, and then you have the second layer which was the spears.
But you wouldn’t have to do the spears; we can just do the Trump flags! So, we’d move as a big
turtle going as a Roman phalanx through the streets of D.C. peacefully!
We're not doing anything great! We're just peacefully moving in a fun way; uh in a way that
represents the spiritual warfare that we're in, the spiritual battle that we're in. So, maybe we'll
do that. We'll talk about it, but that may be a fun way to roll down the streets of D.C! Crazy,
crazy time!

IV- Thank you for your contributions: we reached the goal of $21,000 for our Trump victory
task force team!
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All the folks from Japan, Korea that are here fighting for our country! These folks they can't vote
in the US, but they're fighting here! You think about that! Think about that, folks, seriously!
Think about that! Please think about that! They can't even vote here, but they're here and they're
fighting for our country, because they know, if our country goes down, if America goes down,
Japan is dead! China will swallow up South Korea; China will swallow up Hong Kong, Taiwan.
China will swallow up everything, everything, and if Beijing Biden gets in, folks, that man is
connected to the Chinese Communist Party. His son worked under the Spy Chief of China. Do
you understand? That is an enemy of America. You understand how dangerous that is!

Benny on the Block with Turning Point USA: Which side are you on?
www,youtube,com/watch?v=zPgvouYc5rY&list=PLnZT7Gz_VSN6YjeA3LAMDkWN
OpDgzGTXB
Let's take a look at this video real quick, because we talked about the D.C event and upcoming
D.C. event. Again it's three weeks away, but the bad guys also have three weeks to prepare,
okay? So, let's see Benny on the Block with Turning Point USA; he did a great breakdown of
what happened last time in the MAGA March. Most of it was peaceful, but as people were
going back to their cars and parking garages and hotels, that's when the hyenas started coming
out and trying to straggle and pick off who they perceived as weak.
All right! So that's the reality of what happened at the Million MAGA March which most of us
attended. That happened on the same day; that was on the same day, all those attacks on those
folks. Those are people that we were walking with throughout that whole street, through D.C.
Those attacks, they all happened that day too.
So, the patriots have to be aware of that; they have to understand that reality, right. The patriots
are not doing anything. Think about it! It's a Trump rally, and the left is coming out to beat
people up! Think about that! When is there like a Hillary rally or a Biden rally- which has like
five people -but anyways the point is: when do conservatives come out to go beat them up? It's
ridiculous!
It's fundamentally antithetical to a free society, where people can have different views, but you
don't go and use these kinds of tactics on people because they're on the other side.
Conservatives never do this! They don't go raid leftist rallies. We disagree with them fully. We
deconstruct all their arguments and destroy them with rationale and with prayer and with the
Word of God, but we don't go there to throw hurl bombs are them! These people are crazy! This
is totally craziness, okay! You would see this in a Third World cup, you’d see this in the Middle
East or something like that. You would see this in such a place. But you know this is
Washington D.C., folks!
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I’m not trying to get anybody scared, or overly anxious about it, but hey, you got to be realistic
with things, right! You have to be realistic with the potential threat. If a lot of the patriots are
going down in December, it's going to be colder etc… But people have to come prepared,
organized etc… and you got to keep your people safe. That's your responsibility as a shepherd
or as a leader of any group that you're riding with, getting down there, you have to keep your
people safe, okay?
So, we will be discussing those kinds of things in meetings probably after service in the
upcoming weeks. But I’m just saying, just for fun, it would be so fun to just go down from the
Trump rally back to the parking lot in a phalanx formation! That would be so fun! And the
Trump flag is just hanging out of there, and the shield's going, “Prooh, prooh, prooh!”! That
would be pretty fun! I don't think Antifa would mess with that! But we'll find out some Ninja
moves if they try. Anyways, folks; that is the reality of the situation!

The Harrisburg Rally
Let’s just queue that video! We're up in Harrisburg. Let's give it up for all the folks up in
Harrisburg yesterday, fighting for freedom and liberty, and a free and fair election! There's
some massive news of course coming out! We're going to get to everyone; trust me okay. We're
going to get there.
But there's massive news. You know that the Obama- appointed judge has thrown out Trump's
legal case, but the Trump team, they've released their counter argument, and released that
statement.
Let’s read it: Trump campaign statement on PA ruling:
“Today's decision turns out to help us in our strategy to get expeditiously to the U. S. Supreme
Court.”
The Obama judge, because of her crazy ideology and hatred of Trump, she just said, “Throw it
out,” and in her anger she pulled the trigger too quick and now it's actually going to expedite
the process of the Supreme Court hearing it. Are you with me folks? So again the fire darts that
are meant for God's people get turned around, and are hurled back on the enemy, as the
Scripture says. Oh! Praise the Lord Almighty! This is exciting! I tell you: it is exciting!
(Videos and slides) Oh, yeah a couple of riders are riding. Well, we just had four riders out there!
Well, boy! Those Trump flags were flying high, and it was loud! Wasn't it loud yesterday?
Praise God for the Harleys! You know, next time we'll get more riders out there, but boy, it was
great! It was fun!
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And of course it was great to be with everybody at the Harrisburg rally. Falun Gong came out.
Did you see when everybody was there and praying, Falun Gong came up? This is probably
one of the first times they've made a public stance in America, because they're quite quiet.
They're Buddhist, you know, they're a quite quiet organization. They run the Epoch Times; they
run NTD TV.
They're severely persecuted by the Chinese Communist Party, severely, and they are literally
hunted down to be organ- harvested, because they're healthy- I guess they're vegetarian or
whatever the case may be- so, people pay a high price to get their livers and hearts.
Because that's what the Chinese government does. There's a one week waiting list for a new
liver and a one week waiting list for new internal organs! That's not possible, folks! You
understand? To get a liver transplant in America, you have to wait like how many years? It's at
least five years because it's voluntary, okay; well, hopefully.
But in China the government imprisons them for being enemies of the state -blah blah blah because they do some form of meditation yoga in the parks, and they resist the centralized
government of China, and the surveillance and the A,I. tracing and all this craziness that the
Chinese government and Mark Zuckerberg with Facebook helped them build.
So, we have a tremendous satanic alliance between the leftists here in the U.S. with of course Joe
Biden connected at the highest levels with the Chinese Communist Party, his son connected at
the highest levels in terms of being under the Spy Chief. That laptop which is in the hands of
the FBI has all sorts of damning evidence on Joe Biden, including videos of him allegedly raping
Chinese children as a pedophile.
So, they have all this stuff and why wouldn't they do anything? A pedophile with a video of
him raping children, shouldn't that person be in jail immediately? Yeah! I mean, he should
really get the death penalty. That should be immediate, but the point is at least he should be
arrested, but as you hear in our chant “Where is Hunter? Where is Hunter? Where is Hunter?”
Where is he? He's running around scot-free and his dad Joe Biden, Beijing Biden, says, “My son
Hunter Biden is a moral man!” I don't know what kind of morality you’re talking about: raping
Chinese children and doing crack! Yeah! This is really moral, okay!
These people are from the pit of hell, folks! They're from the pit of hell, and Satan is animating
them; Satan is manifesting in them. These are the people for whom they want us to just lay
down and die, and to whom they want us to hand over the entire seat of power that would give
them access to the power of the world. They just want us to hand it all over. So, they were
trying to demoralize and de-spirit us from the very beginning,
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When they started cheating, they shut down the counting machines. Trump's landslide was so
massive; it was so ginormous that it broke their system. Roger Stone came out yesterday saying
that Bill Gates and Microsoft built the algorithm system that is in the Dominion Voting Systems,
okay, which is of course being counted over in Germany on servers that have been captured by
the U.S. army, and it's owned by allies of Maduro, a Venezuelan dictator, enemy of the United
States!
Can you process that? Our votes, American votes, are being sent overseas in a company that's
run by Maduro's allies! You cannot make this up, folks! It's so crazy! But again, this is the reality
of what's happening. They are stealing this election! Mathematical impossibility- impossibility mathematical impossibility to have the Biden jump! Do you know the Biden jump? He's pole
vaulting! Pole vaulting! He goes “ooh” and then he goes over, “beeooh”, over the bar! The Biden
jump! Mathematical impossibility!
All that stuff is going to be coming out in court. Praise the Lord Almighty! That's why President
Trump is staying quiet and he's just playing golf. He's just praying and he's just staying quiet. If
he holds American rallies now he may say stuff, because he gets excited. He speaks off the cuff;
he doesn't read the teleprompters. You know what I mean? People may be like, “What's
happening President Trump?” He may want to tell everything. But just wait, wait, wait, wait,
wait! You got to get in court. You got to get in court and smash him in court. Amen!
So, we are praying for a massive victory. The Kraken has been released, so it is exciting!

Sidney Powell:
Now another amazing thing! We posted this last night to alert the folks that are following us
and just share it. Sidney Powell yesterday was on Newsmax and I couldn't find this anywhere.
It was just on a couple of channels, but anyways we shared it as quickly as possible. Go ahead
play that News max!
So the Trump team is alluding to the fact that in court they may show evidence of a video
conference call with a hundred different traitorous employees of the federal government with
AOC and Bernie, talking about how to sabotage this election. They may have that video. They
may release the Kraken in court! Lord, have mercy! Oh my gosh!

Supreme Court to oversee contested states:
Also another thing! God is moving! Boy! It's amazing what happens in a week! It's just mind
blowing! So intense! But the Supreme Court is now going to basically oversee all the major
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contested states. The four conservative Supreme Court justices: we have Alito in Pennsylvania
court district, and then I think Barrett is in Wisconsin and I think in Michigan is going to be
Kavanaugh et cetera
So, already preemptively knowing that the lowers court judges, appointed by Obama -not a
surprise right, like the ones in Pennsylvania- okay, that they will try to block this until they try
to get rid of it, and they will try to stall, so that it can't roll up to the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court is now swooping in, saying that, “No, no! Now we will oversee this whole
process in the contested states!” Boom! Bombshell! Bombshell! Praise the Lord Almighty!
Oh my goodness! This is intense, folks! It's intense, okay! My gosh! These crazy lunatic left, they
are like feet away from the goal line. You understand? They are feet or inches away! They can
smell it; they can just smell it! They were celebrating too early! They were a couple of inches
from the goal line, and they were saying, “Biden-Elect!” They're giving all this fraud: “The
office of the President-Elect,” that doesn't exist. But they made all the placards they have on this
podium, “The office of the President-Elect!” This is unbelievable! It's an illusion; it's smoking
mirrors. And their fraud is starting to seep out, and it's starting to be exposed and in the court it
will be even more heavily- more evidence, mountains of evidence coming out! It's an intense
time to be alive, folks!

Laura Ingraham: get ready for the fight of your life.
www,youtube,com/watch?v=9uho1oylOBs
Meanwhile, while all this is happening, what are these crazy super- elite leftist loser friends
doing? Well let's see! Check out what they're doing this week!
These people are sick, folks! They want to tax you for breathing, because you emit carbon
dioxide; you emit a poison, a toxin - that’s what they think- that actually feeds plants and helps
trees grow, right. And of course, think about it! They can tax the entire population of the world!
That's trillions and trillions of dollars!
But of course the whole lockdown, and the COVID, and the hysteria and the scare, is meant to
make people freak out. Even the CDC by its own metric, admits that with COVID, you have a
97 to 99.75 % chance of recovery. 99.75 % chance of recovery! Now it drops down to 97 %,
maybe for those who have multiple different ailments, disease, etc… But you're talking about a
massive recovery rate, and that's admitted by the CDC!
40, 000 die by the flu every year, folks! But we don't shut down the entire world! No, the point is
socialism and communism. It's a victory when they can destroy entrepreneurial business. It's a
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victory! The socialist program must destroy any form of prosperity, any form of being able to
get away from their system, in which people can actually through their own efforts, their work,
through the creativity, ingenuity, God-given gifts, whatever the case may be, create something
and get freedom from the system of control and censorship, tracing, imploding the middle class
etc… They don't want any of those avenues to exist.
That's why Joe Biden promises the lockdown #2 because the lockdown was never meant to
stop. You understand? That's the nature of the archangelic system, this Luciferian system, the
666 Beast System. When you give it power, it will never relinquish that power. When you give it
this type of totalitarian power, it says, you can't go to church but you can go to Walmart and
help these huge mega corporations that have 90 % of their goods from China.
You can help China. You can help China build its military, build its totalitarian atheistic organharvesting death camp, sex trafficking, despicable satanic communist party, but you can't sing.
You can't go to Thanksgiving! You can't have holidays, can't put your lights up on Christmas.
This is a type of unbelievable totalitarian control, that now in America we are starting to see,
and realize this is real.
You know people used to say, “Oh! There's no global consortium of power; there's no global
centralized world government!” Nobody says that now. Everybody sees it. This is worldwide,
folks! They're implementing a global strategic plan. But these people are demonic; they're
satanic. They're held together by Satan’s power.
We see it right there in Genesis chapter 2 in the fall. Satan was the first sex groomer. He was the
first child groomer and he is the first pedophile. All these satanic Luciferian groups, and the

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse that we talk about all the time,
I- The White Horse of the Rothschilds and the international mega bank consortiums is
represented by the crown and the bow and arrows. That's actually the Rothschild crest name
symbol
And of course the false prophet: you have the Catholic hierarchy. Normal Catholic folks are
fantastic people, but the hierarchy is sex trafficking their own people. You have, recorded by the
state, more than 50 % of the Catholic priests in Pennsylvania as pedophiles. And they cover it
up! The #2, the head of the Washington diocese: pedophile! The #2 under the pope that was
sued by the Australian government: pedophile! You understand? Massive, massive demonic
hierarchy that's leading people astray into the kingdom of Satan!
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II- Then of course you have the Red Horse with the 100- million men army that the Bible talks
about, and it is the horse of war. Look at China! Look at China to be propped up as the horse of
war, to be the military arm of the U.N.! Atheistic, totalitarian; all the dystopian sci-fi novels
from Orwell to whatever the case may be, that's Chinese Communist Party, folks! Every corner
you go, every time you walk out, you're on CCTV. Every place you go on internet: traced, facial
recognition on the streets, measuring your body temperature! Everything is controlled and you
are harvested as an animal!
III-And then of course you have the Black Horse that holds the fake scales of justice. But of
course that are wicked: the Deep State, CIA, FBI, parts of it, that have sold out to these different
totalitarian groups. Epstein sex ring is involved in that. Ghislaine Maxwell’s sex ring is involved
in that. The Clinton sex ring’s involved in that. You name it, folks!
IV- Of course you have the pale horse of death which is of course the Islamicist, jihadist
culture, traditional or orthodox Islamic jihadist culture and civilization. The prophet
Muhammad of their religion married a six-year-old child. They called it child marriage, but it's
really pedophilia. It is the normalization of pedophilia through religion.
All these evil groups that actually have power in Saudi Arabia, they have power in the EU; they
have power in the US. Everybody saw that with Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell, etc tied to the
UK, tied to the EU etc…
All these groups of evil are linked. They're pulled together by what? They're pulled together by
the fall. They're pulled together not by an apple; they're pulled together by pedophilia. They're
pulled together, they're tied by sex trafficking- the defiling of the innocence and defiling of the
children of God. Why? Because God did not inherit his kingdom to the managers of that
kingdom - for example to Satan who was an archangel; He didn't give the inheritance of the
world to Lucifer! He gave it to Adam and Eve.
Adam Eve are much less powerful than Lucifer. Lucifer was able to create the universe with
God. But, see, you have to understand, God is love. He's not a worshiper of power! So just
because you have more power doesn't mean God loves you more! Are you with me, folks?
Lucifer could not take that! “How can you give these little profane, little human beings, how
can You give them the blessing of the kingdom of God? I made it with You, God! Why is it not
mine? I have more power than them etc…”
And of course, you can see all the superstructures of evil are held together by that fall. Satan
tempted Eve. He said, “You can become God,” and then he groomed her, he groomed her to
take him as her husband. Now look, folks, look! When the welfare state hits, Look what
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happens when the government promises welfare state! The first thing they do is: you must get
rid of your husband. You must show divorce papers in order that you can get welfare checks!
So, of course you see the utter demolition of the institution of marriage! This happened not only
during the FDR period, the Great New Deal period in American history, but this happened in
South Korea as well. In South Korea they use the same program! In order to get welfare checks,
you have to get rid of your husband; you have to show divorce papers. They've incentivized
divorce.
And then the woman must marry the state; the woman is now owned by the state. And of
course the state is just throwing money at the Eve figure, and then even though that Eve figure
acts immorally, or has children with multiple irresponsible men, the state will still compensate
for that. You see, there's no morality; there's no teaching.
When welfare was in the hands of the people, and churches, and people who wanted to do nonprofit, you had to reform yourself in order to continue to get aid. You had to show that you're
making progress; otherwise you would be cut from that program. So there was a sense of
responsibility.
There was a deal that, “Hey, the church or this or that welfare organization which is privately
run, we'll help you, but we're going to pray for you. We want you to study the Bible. We want
you to go to this 10-step program et cetera. We want you to break free from the addiction of
alcohol.” Are you with me, folks? There's a sense of responsibility then, where that person gains
more control over their life. They have more dominion over their life.
It's helped along the way when they're down, but it's helped voluntarily, and of course in a
social contract where there is mutual responsibility, and one is not just sitting there milking,
milking and learning no morals on how to change these cycles of destruction that a person may
be in.
But when it comes from the faceless state, when it comes from the archangelic system 666-Beast
System, it's faceless. There's no moral teaching; there's no reform that is required for you to
continue to get that type of assistance. Thus, you can see, only when the welfare program will
end is when people start looking for jobs. So they'll have three years to prepare to get jobs, but
they will not move for jobs at all. Only in the last month, then you see a spike; you see
exponential spike. So we can see the destruction of the family.
Now they want a digital trail of every thought that you had! You understand what I mean? I
mean you don't think enemies of yours, or people in power, they would ever use that against
you, because they're the benevolent world government that wants to protect you! They love
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you; they're your saviors. They create destruction, racial fighting within your countries, and
they swoop in as the saviors with the UN and the Chinese military with the nicest blue hats!
Baby- blue hats, you know! It's not like a BA color, like dark- blue or something like that! It's
baby blue; it's baby blue!
Because, of course, if you wear a baby-blue helmet, you can't do anything evil! Even though the
UN officials, especially in Africa, have been caught using the U. N. vans to lure children in and
rape them! And this is on record; this is even in the UN logs of human rights complaints against
the UN! But of course, nobody knows about it! Of course, nobody knows about the fact that UN
wants to reduce the age of consent limit for your children and grandchildren- I’m a grandpa
now. For my grandchild they want to reduce the age of consent limit to 10 years old! 10 years
old! They've already done it to 14 in Germany, 15 in France; 18 in the US!
They're always trying to lower it. Why? Because they are held together by the power of Satan;
they are pedophiles, and that's the real purpose of transgenderism. Transgenderism is to give
adult legal power to children, such as doing sex- reassignment surgery, chop off your genitals
or whatever the case may be. These are all adult decisions.
But if young children can make these adult decisions, well they can make other adult decisions,
can't they? Like whom they want to be with. Are you with me, folks?
So, it provides a legal ground for them to introduce a culture in which you cannot say,
“Pedophilia is wrong, and you know, you're not going to date my five-year-old child! Hell, no!”
If you say “no” to somebody who wants to date your grandchild at five years old, and he's 56
years old, well you're a racist, you're a homophobe; you are a white supremacist, you're a bigot.
You don't understand minor- attraction syndrome! You are a racist against minor- attraction
syndrome! Even though this has nothing to do with race, that's what they call you. You
understand the type of dystopian criminal behavior and culture, that they're trying to place on
us?
Remember, the ancient world is replete with it. In the Scripture we see that this is the culture
around the ancient world: sex- trafficking, the temple prostitution, selling your daughters to the
temples of Ishtar, the goddess temples of Artemis, the goddess temples of Aphrodite et cetera.
These are normal practices in the ancient world.
Only the God of the Bible stood against this immorality and said that was an abomination! Only
the God of the Bible stood against homosexuality as an abomination- in Leviticus- and bestiality
as well in the same chapter. These are things that only the God of the Bible stood up against!
The ancient Carthaginians, the ancient Egyptians, the ancient Canaanites et cetera, they all
practiced these things.
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That's what the Bible warns about, “Do not let your children be passed through the fires of Moloch or
Baal!” Those are the two deities that would demand child sacrifice and the killing of children.
Basically what was it doing, sociologically? It was taking away the responsibility of sexuality,
right, and this is what abortion does. If you're irresponsible with sexuality and you have a child,
well just kill it, just destroy it! You erase it; there's no big deal!
You see normally in Christian culture, we're taught, “Do not fornicate, because to fornicate prevents
one from inheriting the kingdom of God,” This is from the Scripture. So you're not supposed to date
and fornicate before marriage etc… We're supposed to be abstinent, celibate, and then in
marriage that is where sexuality should bloom, and burgeon and blossom because there's only
one place where it can blossom. Anywhere out of that, it becomes satanic, okay.
But you look at American Christianity, you look at western Christianity; you look at a
Christianity that's weakened all across the world! All of it is involved in fornication! There are
almost no churches that are teaching abstinence before marriage! Which was a fundamental,
fundamental moral behavior of the entire history of Christianity - that separated it from the
ancient world and the free sex culture and the licensing of the homosexuality, and
transgenderism.

Deuteronomy 22:5
The woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a man put on a woman's
garment: for all that do so are abomination unto the LORD thy God.
In Deuteronomy 22, it talks about men not wearing women's clothing! That's a sin and God
hates it. Did you know that? These things, God has seen before! Let's put it that way! God has
seen this before!
We may think it is crazy, because it's so over the top, it's so insane; it's in your face! Drag queen
story hours are bringing your children to convicted pedophiles. They're dressing up in women's
clothing with costume makeup. I mean, it’s just crazy! And you're supposed to be okay with
that, with a writhing on the floor, doing strip dances, and having your children sit on their lap. I
mean, it is insanity! You understand? It sounds crazy, but it's true. Unless you've been living
under a rock, you don't understand this is happening in the US, folks.
But that is the culture of Satan, right! Marriage is dishonored, marriage is laughed at; marriage
is a joke! You have people trying to redefine marriage, not only homosexuals. You talk about
multiple partners, swapping. It’s insanity! Total, total, insanity! And if you can make a
population, if you can make a people so immoral, how will they fight against evil? They're
already evil! Do you understand?
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That is why socialism, communism, political Satanism, always try to degrade the morals of a
population, because if you make them evil and you make them immoral …
One-third of the women have killed their children in America! One out of three women that you
meet has done an abortion! That's unbelievable! That's unbelievable! It's not only murdering
somebody; it's your child! You, you, the genetic production of you, you've killed! Are you with
me, folks?
If you have a culture that has been degraded that far, and that's supposed to be normalized,
that's supposed to be okay, that culture will fall for anything, folks, anything, and of course
everything evil! It will not have any backbone to stand up against anything evil!
That's why marriage is so powerful when it's done in a godly way, when it's centered on God,
when it is an actual representation of God's covenant on earth that is standing against the
wickedness and licentiousness of other people.
In American culture, we've gotten to the point in Christianity that we're like, “Okay, well! We're
okay with people living different lifestyles or something like that! We're okay with that. Just
don't mess with my life!” The problem is: they will never, not mess with your life!
It was Pericles who said, “You may not always be interested in politics, but politics will always

be interested in you, and it will always come after you!”
And so the American Christian believed, we believed, “Oh! Okay! Just don't bother me and
you'll be allright” And we just kept on sending our kids to public schools. “I went to public
school in the 1960s, 70s, 80s,- whatever generation- so you know I want my kids to go through
public school too!”
Now the public schools are literal indoctrination camps, folks! They are assaulting your child
with the most demonic twisted evil forms and ideas that you can possibly even dream up or
imagine. And of course making them believe that, “No! It's not that bad! It's not that bad! You
know what's bad? Jesus is bad! The Bible is bad! The Ten Commandments are bad! No, no!
What we're trying to teach you is: we're trying to free you; we're trying to give you
opportunities. We want you to see the world; we want to open your eyes. Maybe your parents,
maybe your church have a very close -minded view, but we understand.”
And of course they'll go after hiring lesbian teachers, and you go to any art school, it's like 90%
lesbian and homosexual teachers! And our children are raised up by people that stand
completely against the culture of Christian morality, which of course is the safest culture to
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protect what? Private property! It’s the safest culture to protect free human interaction. It’s the
safest culture to protect free markets and economic prosperity.
But if you want to degrade that, you make a society immoral; you destroy it from within. So,
they didn't come with bombs and planes this time, because that would be too obvious. They
came from within. They took over our universities, they took over our schools, they took over
Hollywood; they took over all the institutions of power. Media, of course media, most effective
devil in America as Maj (Toure) says. They took that from within, and they assaulted us from
within. They've stripped us of our root, of our connection to God. And that connection to God is
critical.
Let's go to Acts chapter 1 real quick. I promised you I’d get there. I promised so, when I started
talking about this whole situation with Trump, because this is not only a political fight, folks.
You understand? This is a fight between good and evil! This is not just about politics! These are
civilizations that are fighting, that are clashing. There's a clash of civilizations!
So, let's look at what happens here! Let's jump down to verse 3!

Acts 1:3- 8
3 To

whom also he shewed himself alive after his passion by many infallible proofs, being seen of them
forty days, and speaking of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God: 4 And, being assembled together
with them, commanded them that they should not depart from Jerusalem, but wait for the promise of the
Father, which, saith he, ye have heard of me. 5 For John truly baptized with water; but ye shall be baptized
with the Holy Ghost not many days hence.
6 When

they therefore were come together, they asked of him, saying, Lord, wilt thou at this time restore
again the kingdom to Israel? 7 And he said unto them, It is not for you to know the times or the seasons,
which the Father hath put in his own power.
8 But

ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and ye shall be witnesses unto
me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth.

I’m bringing Act chapter 1 up, because not only is it a powerful rhema but look, the entire
Christian starting point, the entire world view of Judeo-Christianity is that we are created by
God the Creator and architect of the universe. So there’s an intelligent Being, there is a Being
that uses mathematics and architecture to create this incredible universe that we live in, and we
are also created by this deity, by this God.
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And this God is a God of love, and this God has given to us what? He's given us free will; He's
given us freedom to choose either God or Satan, good or evil. That is an amazing starting point,
folks!
Because that is not the starting point, that is not the philosophical starting point of these crazy
people that are in the Bloomberg economic forum! That's not their starting point! It's not the
starting point of the Chinese Communist Party. The Chinese Communist Party does not believe
you are created by the architect of the universe, you understand? The Chinese Communist Party
believes that God is mythology and it's a joke; it's a big joke.
That of course is agreeing with Marx and his famous quote, “Religion is the opiate of the masses!”
But of course, really, government is the opiate. So they want to attack religion, they want to
attack this and that. They want to attack anything that teaches human morality, any system that
teaches people to have self- restraint and to work hard and to be honest and just they want to
destroy those things.
The atheist Chinese Communist Party does not believe that you have human rights, folks!
They do not believe you have inalienable rights endowed by your Creator, and a vast majority of
young people in America now do not believe that either. Why? Because they're being
brainwashed by Marxist professors and leftists that either tacitly are agreeing with this,
culturally are agreeing with this incredible starting point, that you come from nothing and that
we're dust on a floating rock in a vast expanse of space!
What an incredible starting point! And then in the end, you are descendants of amoebas and
single- cell microbes, and now you are descendants of apes and orangutans. So, “just embrace
the fact that you’re an animal! Embrace the fact that a more intelligent population of the species
might want to do human experimentation on you! Why not? I mean, they do experimentations
on orangutans, chimpanzees, monkeys. We're just a sub-species of that, a little more intelligent
etc…!”
Why not? Why not repeat the Tuskegee Experiment, where they injected blacks with syphilis?
Our own government by the way, starting in the 1930s! Why not? We're all animals anyways!
Are you with me, folks? You see the danger of that philosophy? That starting point is so
dangerous. It's so evil, it's so dehumanizing; it's so wicked!
And you have it on the opposite end, with these transhumanists saying that, “Human beings,
we will evolve through technology; we will evolve with nanotech that will come in and heal our
wounds faster. And we will evolve! We'll be able to see the internet through our minds, and
we'll be able to read everybody's thoughts and mind!” That is hell on earth, folks!
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And, trust them; just trust them! Ray Kurzweil and Klaus Schwab promise they will never use it
to do bad stuff. You have their word! You have their word! You have Bill Gates’ word! You
have these crazy lunatics on the Bloomberg club, they promise you, they just want to carbon tax
you to death, keep you in little North Korean chambers- after all you're viruses, and you're
hurting Mother Earth, anyways, right! Excess waste!
You understand? Think about the starting point of that philosophy! It is so evil! You know
fundamentally that it is existentially evil and dangerous to the human species! You know it
when you hear it! You just say,””Oh, my gosh! I can't believe people believe that!” But you
understand? The super-class believe that! Look at them! Expert after expert coming out saying,
“Climate change! Climate change! Yes!” Expert after expert coming out saying, “Yes, we need
another lockdown! Trust us! We'll get it done in 14 days, and now with the other problem, 15
days that's all I need!”
Remember? I thought we heard that, nine months ago! Didn't we hear, “Two weeks to get a
hold on the Chi-com virus?” Isn’t that what we heard nine months ago? We’re still on the
lockdown, folks; this is an illegal gathering right now! (Applause) I mean you understand how
crazy this is! In America! In America!
We're living in some kind of movie, seriously, and it's poorly written, because you'd never
believe it, if it was inside a real sci-fi movie! It's so crazy you would never believe that could
actually happen!
But when you give the state… and the state of course through the government schools teaches
the worship of the state! Oh! my gosh, it's painful to listen to that, especially because our family
came from North Korea! It's painful! You hear this in North Korea; you hear this in China!
I hear American pastors coming out saying, “Every government bureaucrat -Romans 13- is
ordained of God.”Whoa! These are American people! You might as well have been preaching in
China! Are you sure your denomination's not there in North Korea? Are you kidding me?
They're saying that every government official is ordained of God, because it says in Romans 13
that God has ordained the higher powers.” Well, if God has done so, the American Constitution
should be the highest; it is the highest power in the land.
So, it means that every government servant must be a servant to what? The Constitution! They
must not try to ride above it. It never says every government official is ordained of God, but
that's what you get in Communist China, that's what you get in North Korea in the sanctioned
churches, and that's now what you're getting in America! Unreal, folks! Many people in this
country have fled from halfway across the world to get away from that, and that is here, folks!
It’s here! It's unreal!
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But the lockdown is never meant to end. Joe Biden promises a lockdown. He stands for a
different civilization, folks: one that is dehumanizing, one that sees you as a virus, one that sees
you as a problem, one that sees you as destroying the earth, one that sees you as -what do they
say?- asphyxiating the breast of Mother Earth. That's what they say!
“You're so greedy and you're so immoral; you won't pay your little carbon tax to enrich the
super- class! You're so immoral! You're so wicked and evil! You're so selfish! We're just trying to
save the earth; we're trying to save the polar bears, we're trying to save the orca and the bugs!”
Never mind if you die, never mind if you are destroyed; never mind if you have to get permits
to burn wood in your fireplace! See how crazy people are! Under Obama they were talking
about people not allowed to burn firewood in their fireplace, because that has carbon emissions!
Are you hearing this, folks? Do you see how over –the- top insane this is! It is unreal! This is like
living in the dystopian futuristic hell that we see in movies!
Of course, this is the civilization that Biden and the left desire. Why? Because it will kill; it will
suffocate and absolutely decimate the middle class, and it will kill and destroy and murder any
possibility for the normal person to get away from these control freaks. And that's why we
know that their whole ideology, their whole starting point for this philosophy is animated by
the spirit of Satan himself.
We must resist this! We must absolutely resist this, because we don't, it's the end! It's the end of
not only our civilization, our species etc… It's the end of humanity as we know it! It's allowing
Satan to imprison humanity, put humanity under him, when God said to Adam and Eve humanity- “Be fruitful, multiply and have dominion over the earth; subdue it!”
The thing they hate the most is the idea, “How dare you believe that you can have dominion
over the earth? How dare you? How dare you think you can own a piece of Gaia? How dare
you? You're not allowed to own private property. How dare you claim that as yours?”
You see what I’m saying, folks? It is the cult of Satanism. That’s Bill Gates with a little pink
sweater! “Oh, you know, I just want to give you a vaccine that's not been tested. India and
Tanzania have already kicked me out of their countries, because I killed tens of thousands of
people by these vaccines. But just trust me! I have a pink sweater on, and I talk while circulating
my wrists. I’m very nice; I won't hurt you. Take my vaccine. I’ll make trillions of dollars on it.
Don't take Trump's vaccine; that's very bad!”
I mean, you understand the level of these people, the level of the wickedness and evil? They're
seething with hatred for humanity. They're seething with hatred for you and your family and
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your descendants because they don't think you should exist. Why? Because they're animated by
the spirit of Lucifer and Satan!
“How dare you think you can read that little Bible? That disgusting mythology like that verse in
Psalm Chapter 2 that says, ‘8 Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the
uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. 9 Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash
them in pieces like a potter's vessel.’ That is sickening! How dare you think you can inherit the
whole world? It is ours! We transhumanists will merge with technology and A.I. and we will be
the new species that has evolved away from you. You are the downgraded orangutans. You will
all die off and we will live!” It's a crazy sci-fi dystopian, hellish future that they are craving for,
folks!
And that's the problem with the church not being involved in politics, because everything
moves through by force, by the use of politics. And if they can teach you the heresy of the
Scofield Bible and the heresy of the pre-trib, and tell all Christians that, “Oh, no, no, no! Didn't
you see the left behind Cyrus? Don't you know that when all the tribulation comes, you just
may be whisked away? You don't have to fight this! Jesus is coming soon anyways! Don't fight
it! We just got to be nice! We got to be gentle and kind! Just, let it come; it's okay. It just means
Jesus is coming quicker!”
By the way the Scofield Bible funded by the Rockefeller group, pushed into the seminaries in
the early 1900s, footnotes and annotations that taught a crazy doctrine talking about pre-trib,
that we’ll all be whisked away, and that we shouldn't be politically active.
No, no! Do you understand? Christians were thrown into the mouths of lions because they were
politically active! They were resisting the totalitarian forces and the governments; they were
always resisting. They were doing it peacefully but they were resisting. They were breaking
laws, they were organizing; they were praying together in the catacombs.
But they made a couple of video series using Hollywood, showing you that you're driving your
car, and then you get whisked away, and then you know you're watching TV and you got
whisked away, “You don't have to be politically active! You don't have to stand up against
evil!”Even though the Scripture says, “Submit yourselves unto God! Resist, resist, resist the devil,
and he will flee!” No! No! But you know don't pay attention to that! That just means in your
heart that you don't like Satan!”
Isn’t it interesting that Revelation Chapter 2 says, “For those who overcome and keep my works
until the end, to him shall I give the Rod of Iron, and he shall rule the nations with the Rod of Iron.”If the
body of Christ is not activated against the flood of evil, the entire world will be consumed by
this flood of wickedness, Satanism.
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It's a real thing, folks; it's real! How do you destroy people who know the love of God and have
the Holy Spirit within, and have an animating power inside of them, and the flames of the Holy
Ghost inside, and the waters of salvation flowing from their belly? How do you stop them from
changing society and stopping your plan to bring in pedophilia and transgenderism and
homosexuality and destruction of the family and the killing of the babies in the womb, and the
killing of the babies post- abortion now? How do you stop them from stopping you bringing
that evil in?
Well, you got to tell them, “Don't worry! Jesus is coming soon! He's going to take you away. It's
going to get bad; it's going to get bad. But didn't you see that series on Discovery called” left
behind” You're going to be up in heaven while the earth is in tribulation and wailing. You're
going to be taken away! So you don't have to think about politics, you don't have to think about
Chinese Communists organ- harvesting Christians and killing them, because they have Bibles.
You know you don’t have to think about that stuff. That's all paranoia techniques that make you
scared! No, no! You should let the loving Chinese Communist Party come in! You should let the
jihadists come in, and pour into your country like Europe.” Europe effectively has no- go zones.
They've poured in the jihadist populations with massively different civilizations. “Let them in!
Let them in! Let them all come in! You know when they lower the age of consent to 10 years old,
5 years old, just let it happen! Jesus is coming soon!”
You understand, folks? This is how it happens! This is how it happens! They've emasculated,
they've castrated the Christian family and the Christian men. That is a travesty of the world,
because it is only the Christian men and women united together with children, that's the only
thing that stands between the hellish future that these crazy people are projecting, where they
will have utter and total power over humanity. The only thing that's standing in the way is
Christ and the Christian family, the Christian community.
So should we weaken that, the only buffer between total totalitarianism, Communism,
socialism- whatever political term you want to put on it - political Satanism? Should we remove
the buffer, that thin line that stands between total control and liberty? Well, if you do, the world
will pay, and it will pay gravely! It will pay gravely!
So we're praying. We're praying that people who are animated with the Holy Ghost, people
who are animated with the spirit of God, people who have the philosophical starting point that
know that we are made in the image of God, and that we have a number in the Lord that’s been
given to us by our Creator, that we are not apes and orangutans and advanced primates. We are
not just dust floating on a rock.
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We have a purpose! We have a mission! We have a Kingdom to defend, and God wants to raise
us up as shepherds (Applause) Real men and women! They're even trying to take away men and
women! Do you understand? “There are 72 genders! No! You can't say man and woman! It's
transphobic if you say male and female!” I mean, it's over the top crazy, folks! Over the top
crazy!
That's why we have to be activated! That's why we have to stand with President Trump, because
he may not be perfect -none of us is- but he's standing against evil, folks! You understand? He's
standing against total evil! So, we got to pray; we got to pray! We got to be active!
We'll have more discussions about the 12-12 event that's coming up in D.C. and how people can
prepare etc, for that. Let's pray real quickly!

Pastor Sean’s Prayer:
Father, we thank You for this day! We thank You for getting us back to Acts chapter 1, where
we can see that human beings are made in your image. That starting point alone transforms the
world. It takes the power out of the totalitarians and tyrants, the communist dictators, and it
gives it to the man and the woman.
That revelation alone, God, has transformed the entire world. The fact that we can call you,
“Father,” the fact that we can have a relationship with You, the fact that we can be saved from
our sin by the sacrifice that You've given, the fact that we can have a personal relationship with
You, the Almighty God of the universe, the Creator, the Architect, the Most High and the greatest
Being in existence!
God, we are blessed! We are blessed! We want the entire world to have that! We want the entire
world's politics and constitutions to reflect that, because that must be honored; that reality must
be honored!
We rebuke and condemn and call to destruction all those principalities and powers and
governments of the world, that do not acknowledge the preciousness of the relationship
between humankind and God Almighty! We pray that the Chinese Communist Party will be
weakened, that Jihadism over the world will be weakened, that the international banking
pedophile rings will be weakened and destroyed!
We pray for all those things because we cannot affect them; we cannot bring that to pass, God.
But we know that prayer is power, and we know that You are the architect and Creator of the
universe. We know that You are guiding our path. We know that You are a light unto our path,
and a lantern unto our feet.
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And we have faith- sometimes weak, sometimes strong- but as your Word says, “All we need is
faith as small as a mustard seed, and You will move mountains.” God, we ask, anybody who has not
received the Lord Jesus Christ into their heart, and do not have a relationship with You, that
they now would open their heart, repent of our sins, accept You as their Lord and Savior, accept
You as the Lord of our life, the center of our life, the purpose for which we live and breathe and
move.

We seek to be moral like You, we seek to be just like You, we seek to be benevolent like
You, we seek to be magnanimous like You, and we seek to be strong like You.
For your Word says that,
“God is my shepherd; I shall not want. 2 He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth
me beside the still waters. 3 He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness
for his name's sake.
4 Yea,

though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art
with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me. 5 Thou preparest a table before me in the
presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over. 6 Surely
goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life: and I will dwell in the house of
the LORD for ever.

Father, we thank You for calling us today. We thank You for keeping your hand on the
President who is now fighting, not only for his life and his family's life, but for the life of
America. She hangs in the balance! The forces of good versus the forces of evil!
We pray that anyone that has a conscience in their heart, anyone in the body of Christ and
further beyond, anyone who seeks justice and truth will be touched and will be moved and will
have the brush fires of liberty burning in their heart. That they will stand for our President at
this time of crisis, at this time of great tribulation, where the world hangs in the balance of
whether or not we will descend into great depressions and world wars, or we will start making
the way with your grace and with your purpose to bring liberty and freedom to all mankind!
We thank You! We know that we are small; we know that we are just one man, one woman
etc… but we know that with You on our side, all things are possible!
We give you the praise! We give You the glory! We give you the honor! We pray in your
precious name with all of us gathered here. We honor You today! Amen! Amen!
All right, folks! Let’s all rise and give Him all the praise!

